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ETHICS, NEW FORMS OF EMPLOYMENT AND
SOCIAL DIALOGUE IN THE PUBLIC SERVICES

THEME 1: ETHICS IN THE PUBLIC SERVICES

Public Service employees propel the nation’s progress, as they are indi-

viduals who act as providers of services, facilitators of the nation’s eco-

nomic growth, enforcers of laws, protectors of national peace and integra-

tion and guardians of the future generation’s well being and prosperity.

Fair and reliable public services inspire public trust and create  favourable

environments for integral development and conditions for the existence of a

just and humane society, where the dignity of the human person is re-

spected and realised

Trade unions play a pivotal role in overcoming corruption, and evidence

prove that unionised workplaces are most likely associated with cultures of

transparency and accountability of management decisions and are less

likely to be sites of bribery, and that action to implement the fundamental

rights at work and ensuring freedom of association has undoubtedly re-

duced incidents of corruption. Trade Unions’ efforts to curb corruption

must therefore focus on:

a) Recognition, respect, application and enforcement of the core labour

standards and human rights, just and humane conditions of work and a

living wage.

b) Denouncing in the most forceful terms the violation of workers’ rights

and fundamental freedom, collecting evidence of such violation and

bringing it up before international institutions such as the ILO for ap-
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propriate action. Specifically, raise the issue against the non-payment

of the salaries of public service workers in Africa and advocate full en-

forcement of Convention 95.

c) Providing decent employment, negotiating for living wage and keeping

the salaries of civil servants and political leaders competitive with the

private sector in order to mitigate vulnerability to corruption which is

most severe when salaries are meager and not commensurate to their

responsibilities and positions.

d) Expanding the breadth and scope of social dialogue and taking the lead

to open social negotiations on issues such as those involving corporate

responsibility, adherence to code of ethics in public service, prosecu-

tion of grafters, making corruption a high risk low reward activity by

punishing the guilty, stronger enforcement of laws, greater integrity

and clarity in the structures of the state administration, regulatory re-

forms to remove bureaucratic obstacles and reduce administrative de-

lays in order to curb the discretionary authority available to government

officers.
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e) Defending those courageous enough to come forth and report corrup-

tion cases (whistle blowers) and undertaking measures so as not to put

the lives and careers of these whistle blowers in jeopardy. Rather than

work alone, unions must form creative partnerships with likeminded

organisations.

f) Improving professional standards and adherence to the eight most

frequently stated core public service values including impartiality, le-

gality, integrity, transparency, efficiency, equality, responsibility and

justice.

g) Improving education and training services to members such as training

investigators, training workers to file complaints fostering anti-

corruption culture, expanding education activities to the youth to file

complaints, fostering anti-corruption culture, expanding education ac-

tivities to the youth to help them imbibe new values and be sensitive to

corruption and abuse of authority.

h) Undertaking pro-active measures by disseminating comprehensive

information on corruption and action to fight it, specially success sto-

ries and best practices, in solidarity with kindred groups, monitor pub-

lic governance and enable mass media to effectively exercise public

scrutiny.

i) Although trade unions have different responsibilities than NGOs or

international institutions, they must form coalitions and develop joint-

projects with regional development banks, the United Nations, Trans-

parency International, the World Bank, etcetera. Trade unions must

draw inspiration from countries that have been successful in curbing

corruption and with other kindred groups in society embark on bolder
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programs to advance transparency, accountability and integrity in gov-

ernance.

Various kinds of reforms such as privatisation, new forms of service provi-

sion, the introduction of new technologies and other changes have made an

update of the ethical system necessary. A fair remuneration and minimum

work-security are an essential condition for ethical conduct. Apart from

this, good working circumstances will also stimulate the ethical conduct of

employees. Both working conditions and working circumstances must be

part of the deliberation and negotiations between employers and trade un-

ions.
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THEME 2: NEW FORMS OF EMPLOYMENT

The traditional employment in the public services, based on a permanent

appointment and ‘normal’ working hours, is subject to changes. Both on

the part of the authorities as employer and of the workers, there is a demand

for new forms of employment. New technologies and new conceptions on

the provision of public service also have a profound impact on traditional

forms of employment.

However, this demand stems from different objectives. The authorities as

employer have the task to provide services, which are not only qualitative

and consumer-orientated, but also financially attainable. From the perspec-

tive of the worker, new forms of employment refer to the possibility of

adapting the labour situation flexibly to changes in the personal circum-

stances. The different objectives of the actors concerned lead to different

demands for new employment forms and it is not always simple to attain an

ideal win-win situation.

From their position as employer the authorities see themselves placed be-

fore a dual situation. On the one hand, they enter into discussion with the

public service trade unions during collective negotiations, on the other hand

they have an important exemplary function as big employer in the field of

industrial relations, working conditions and the application of new forms of

employment towards the private sector. In a similar way finally, the public

service trade union must apart from defending the interests of civil servants

and the general interests in society, also take account of the necessity of an

effective and financially attainable public service provision ‘in the general

interest’.
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In the World Labour Report 1997-1998, the ILO observed that there is a

clear trend towards greater independence of companies and more individu-

alised industrial relations. This development has also taken place in the

public sector. This leads to a greater diversity in the labour position and

employment forms of the personnel in the public sector. Especially with the

development of information technologies, chances are created for the work

in other locations than the conventional workplace. Still, the tendency to-

wards individualisation should not be overestimated. There is still a so-

ciocultural climate in which great importance is attached to principles such

as equality and justice. Another example is the need for collective time

rhythms, the need of workers for a distribution between the working time

and leisure which corresponds to that of their partner, family and friends, so

that leisure can also be filled in socially.

On the other hand, the choice for the individual and voluntary introduction

of time flexibility requires a high degree of flexibility and adjustment on the

part of the organisation as well as an investment in the insertion and train-

ing of the replacing workers. When flexible working times are on the con-

trary steered by the employer, this employers’ demand will precisely be

related to making the production and working time accord, promoting the

productivity and saving on the labour costs.

The demand for new forms of employment is clearly uttered from different

sides. However, the advantages for the different actors do not always coin-

cide. Therefore the social dialogue is one of the tools to come to a com-

promise between the needs of an organisation and the employees.

Moreover an effective application of new forms of employment requires the

involvement of workers in the introduction and implementation. Permanent
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training and education can contribute to the stimulation of employability

and increase the disposition to change of workers and enable them to as-

sume new tasks and responsibilities.

With the elaboration of a training policy within the organisation, not only

this should be based on an obligation but also on a right to training. Im-

portant aspects are also the choice between training during the working time

or during the time off, at the employer’s expense or financed by the

worker.

It is the task of the trade union not only to recognise the fundamental

changes in the forms of public employment, but also to develop measures,

which make it possible to reach a balance between the needs of the organi-

sation and the interests of the workers. It is a challenge to evolve from an

orientation based on traditional working times and methods to an orienta-

tion based on the quality and quantity of labour performances and on the

working and living circumstances of the people who perform these services.
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THEME 3: SOCIAL DIALOGUE: AN INTERNATIONAL
OVERVIEW

Although social dialogue is a relatively new concept today it has acquired

significant importance in public debates throughout the world. Several in-

ternational institutions have played a major role in the diffusion of the con-

cept. Most notably, within what is now the European Union (EU), Commu-

nity-level social dialogue became a regular feature of policy-making in the

middle of the 1980s,and has been further strengthened since the

1990s,among other things through the Treaty amendments at Maastricht

and Amsterdam, which made incumbent upon the EU authorities to consult

with the main social partners prior to the drafting of legislation and over

any specific proposals.

Concept

In spite of its wide diffusion, there is not yet a commonly accepted, precise

de definition of the concept. Some people understand social dialogue to

mean all forms of bipartite or tripartite dialogue, negotiations and consulta-

tions on social issues, taking place at any level of society – nation, industry

or enterprise – and involving the government, the employers (or their or-

ganisations) and the workers’ organisations. Some others conceive social

dialogue mainly as a process to take place at a relatively high level, such as

the national, regional or sectoral level, excluding the enterprise and work-

place levels. Some limit the use of the concept to co-operative relationship

among the parties, while others also include conflictive relationships. In

countries where procedures for negotiating collective agreements are ex-

plicitly established by law, social dialogue may refer to flexible forms of

negotiation, which may take place outside the established mechanisms for
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the conclusion of formal collective agreements. Social dialogue is some-

times used to refer to dialogue that involves more than the traditional social

partners. Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and other representa-

tives of the so-called “civil society” are often invited to take part in nego-

tiations and consultations together with the traditional social partners.

But, whatever the definition of social dialogue is, it includes a tripartite

process that gives a voice to employers and workers in the formulation of

national and local policy on work-related and other social (and possibly

also economic) issues. The concept of social dialogue also normally covers

bipartite dialogue between employers’ and workers’ organisations. In this

case, it is a process that enables workers to participate in managerial deci-

sion-making in industry. In both cases, social dialogue in itself constitutes

an element of a democratic society, like the right of workers to organise and

bargain collectively, and represents a practice to be upheld for its intrinsic

value. Moreover, there is evidence suggesting that social dialogue at central

level, by facilitating consensus building among productive forces in the

country on social and economic policymaking, contributes to high eco-

nomic performance.

Social dialogue in Western Europe

In the member States of the European Union , social dialogue is today a

fairly widespread and well-established practice. National-level social dia-

logue in Western Europe, as elsewhere, takes consensus-building among

productive forces in the country on social and economic policymaking,

contributes to high economic performance. The examples of Ireland, the

Netherlands, Austria and Denmark are well documented. National-level

social dialogue in Western Europe, as elsewhere, takes a variety of forms.
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In a number of countries, there are statutorily established advisory bodies in

which representatives of employers and workers, other interest groups as

well as experts, discuss and adopt recommendations to the government on

social and economic policy, as is the case with the Economic and Social

Councils of France, Spain, Belgium and the Netherlands, among others.

National social dialogue outside Western Europe

Outside Western Europe, arrangements for national-level social dialogue

have been experimented recently in a large number of countries. However,

in many cases, their effectiveness is questioned, and efforts to promote

dialogue under these arrangements tend to be sporadic and unsustainable in

the absence of the genuine commitment of the parties. In Asia, notable re-

cent experiments with social dialogue are found in Indonesia and Korea. In

the former country, the labour law reforms in the transition towards democ-

racy were introduced through close involvement of social partners and the

civil society, with assistance from the ILO. In Korea, social dialogue made

some progress in the late 1990s,in particular around the issue of labour law

reforms, culminating in the conclusion of the first (and so far the only)

tripartite social pact in the country in February 1998,in the midst of the

Asian financial crisis.

Latin America also lacks a tradition of effective social dialogue. In an in-

creasing number of countries, mechanisms of national social dialogue have

been created in recent years, and there have been sporadic attempts to prac-

tise social dialogue. Chile has been experimenting with Round Tables for

social dialogue on a number of issues, including the reform of labour law

and labour relations. In Colombia, a tripartite agreement on minimum

wages and the adjustment of transport subsidies was concluded in Decem-
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ber 2000 within the Permanent Concertation Commission on Labour and

Wage Policies. Panama has been experimenting bipartite national social

dialogue within the Foundation of Labour, aimed at promoting employ-

ment.

In Africa, a notable experiment with national-level social dialogue has been

made in South Africa after the abolition of apartheid. The main institutional

framework is the National Economic Development and Labour Council

(NEDLAC), created by a special Act passed in 1994.

Conclusions

The prerequisite for effective social dialogue is the existence of strong,

independent and responsible social partners. The existence of a political

will to engage in social dialogue, in particular on the part of the government,

is also an indispensable factor, beyond the creation of institutions. For the

development of an effective and sustainable practice of social dialogue, it is

necessary to develop a shared strategic vision among the parties of the

problems facing the country, as well as a mutual understanding between the

parties, so that each of them can appreciate the concerns and objectives of

the other, without abandoning the commitment to protect and advance –

forcefully if necessary – the interests of those they represent.
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RESOLUTIONS

Ethics

1. Public Service employees propel the nation’s progress, as they are

individuals who act as providers of services, facilitators of the na-

tion’s economic growth, enforcers of laws, protectors of national

peace and integration and guardians of the future generation’s well

being and prosperity. Fair and reliable public services inspire public

trust and create favourable environments for integral development and

conditions for the existence of a just and humane society, where the

dignity of the human person is respected and realised

Trade unions play a pivotal role in overcoming corruption, and evi-

dence prove that unionised workplaces are most likely associated with

cultures of transparency and accountability of management decisions

and are less likely to be sites of bribery.

2. Various kinds of reforms such as privatisation, new forms of service

provision, the introduction of new technologies and other changes

have made an update of the ethical system necessary. A fair remu-

neration and minimum work-security are an essential condition for

ethical conduct. Apart from this, good working circumstances will

also stimulate the ethical conduct of employees. Both working condi-

tions and working circumstances must be part of the deliberation and

negotiations between employers and trade unions.

New forms of employment

3. It is the task of the trade union not only to recognise the fundamental

changes in the forms of public employment, but also to develop

measures, which make it possible to reach a balance between the
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needs of the organisation and the interests of the workers. It is a

challenge to evolve from an orientation based on traditional working

times and methods to an orientation based on the quality and quantity

of labour performances and on the working and living circumstances

of the people who perform these services.

4. Moreover an effective application of new forms of employment re-

quires the involvement of workers in the introduction and implemen-

tation. Permanent training and education can contribute to the stimu-

lation of employability and increase the disposition to change of

workers and enable them to assume new tasks and responsibilities.

Social dialogue

5. The prerequisite for effective social dialogue is the existence of

strong, independent and responsible social partners. The existence of

a political will to engage in social dialogue, in particular on the part of

the government, is also an indispensable factor, beyond the creation

of institutions. For the development of an effective and sustainable

practice of social dialogue, it is necessary to develop a shared strate-

gic vision among the parties of the problems facing the country, as

well as a mutual understanding between the parties


